MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY
Density and concentration measurement | Viscometry | Polarimetry and Refractometry
Determination of petroleum properties | Rheometry | Particle and surface characterization
Analytical and synthetic chemistry | X-ray structure analysis | Raman spectroscopy
and Raman microscopy | Process instrumentation | Automation and robotics

SPECIAL FIELDS
Partner for developing & manufacturing high-quality mechanical and electronic parts, components and complete devices | Revolutionary training and analysis systems for professional sports

ESTABLISHED IN
1922
HEADQUARTERS IN
GRAZ
AUSTRIA
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CHARITABLE
SANTNER
FOUNDATION

9 PRODUCING COMPANIES
33 SALES SUBSIDIARIES
50 DISTRIBUTION PARTNER

ACTIVE IN 110 COUNTRIES WORLDWIDE

3,400+ EMPLOYEES

€ 387 M NET SALES REVENUE 2020

17 %* INVESTMENT IN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
95 % EXPORT RATE
ALL CRITICAL COMPONENTS MANUFACTURED IN HOUSE

*FROM ANNUAL TURNOVER ANTON PAAR GMBH